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Foreword 
WILLIAM F. PINAR 
By reconceptualizing our situation in the world, we alter the perspective from which we 
reflect on our dissatisfactions. -Bernard Yack (1986, p. 18) 
For more than a century (see Cremin, 1961, p. viii), progressives have imagined education in the 
United States as a public enterprise,! but now that schooling is increasingly privatized,2 public 
education appears to have departed the school building. Deschooling is no longer a metaphor for 
de-institutionalization but a literal displacement from school to society. I offer my congratula­
tions to Jennifer Sandlin, Brian Schultz, and Jake Burdick for assembling this remarkable col­
lection wherein the world, not the school, is the site of teaching. That resounding claim-that 
the education of the public3 occurs in public-renders the Handbook ofPublic Pedagogy a major 
intellectual provocation. 
That education now occurs everywhere but inside the school acknowledges that school 
deform4 has expelled pedagogy from schools, evidently into the streets (including parades), onto 
television (video games as well as programs like "The Avengers"), into the movies, on the Inter­
net (blogs but not Facebook), through music (and not only hip-hopS), poetry and the visual arts 
(including graffiti), in museums, on bodies,6 and at the zoo. It is as if the world has somehow 
become a "safe haven" where, paroled from the "prison" of the school-as-institution, we can 
(finally) teach. 
Academic knowledge seems less crucial a professional prerequisite for public pedagogy than 
does political commitment. Subjective heterogeneity becomes articulated through disparate 
sites of educational possibility. Rather than empty rhetoric regarding educational "excellence," 
in this collection "social justice" and "democracy" enjoy totemic status. The emphasis is on the 
future not the past. As in the primal scene Freud describes in his mythological account of the 
genesis of human society, does this band of "brothers" also risk the conformism in its solidar­
ity? Does "yearning for total revolution" (Yack, 1986) refract not only rage at injustice but also 
a displacement of guilt over the patricideS public pedagogy promises? Can pedagogy-wherever 
and however it is conducted-translate longing into reality? 
Like the public intellectual, the public pedagogue is, as Marc Lamont Hill (chapter 60, this 
volume) points out, "an individual whose intellectual production is articulated to a non-aca­
demic community." Like progressive education, the construct "intellectual" entered the public 
domain just over a century ago, when (in 1898) Zola left the solitude of his study to testify in 
public against the anti-Semitism of French nationalists during the Dreyfus Affair. Among the 
first public intellectuals in America, Du Bois also fought prejudice as he contested the provin­
cialism racism required. Du Bois (Ross Posnock points out) was inspired by the progressives' 
vision of"higher and broader and more variea human culture," an aspiration he imagined as the 
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"main end of democracy" (quoted in Posnock, 1998, p. 2). Like his cosmopolitan contemporary 
Jane Addams (Munro, 1999, p. 21; Pinar, 2009, p. 59), Du Bois (Posnock, 1998, p. 7) was mobi­
lized by academic knowledge, worldly experience, and that courage individuality requires.9 Such 
heroic individuals as Ida B. Wells, Anna Julia Cooper, Robert Musil, Pier Paolo Pasolini, and 
Frantz Fanon are among those who also qualify as public pedagogues dedicated to cultural criti­
cism as political action. In our field, Maxine Greene has personified the intellectual as public 
pedagogue dedicated to changing the world through articulating her understanding of it. Each 
of these figures belongs in a revised canonlO ofprofessional knowledge that informs as it inspires 
our research and teaching in the present. 
Since the French Revolution, Bernard Yack (1986) tells us, intellectuals have tended toward 
intense, sometimes violent, longing for social transformation. In our time this longing has been 
converted-e.g., reduced-to desire, intensified as it is dispersed through consumer capitalism. 
Whether economic or political or sexual, there is, Yack argues, a logic oflonging for revolution. 
When we confront obstacles to our satisfaction, a new object of desire appears; when we feel 
blocked at every turn by innumerable obstacles, we long for a world, if not free of them, at least 
free enough that we can seek life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. 
Longing for total revolution, Yack argues, focused on an "obstacle" first identified in the sec­
ond half of the eighteenth century, e.g. the «dehumanizing" spirit of modern society. (For the 
colonists in America, the scale of complaint was initially smaller and quite specific: taxation 
without representation.) For two centuries, the source of indignation among intellectuals edu­
cated in the German philosophic tradition has been the dehumanized state of social relations. 
The conditions-economic, political, educational-of contemporary social life deform us; we 
have become less human than our ancestors. In fact, Yack (1986) writes, paraphrasing two hun­
dred years of this intellectual tradition, that we moderns "are not real men; [we] are bourgeois, 
philistines, last men -nothing" (p. 7). Only ifwe escape the prison (in this collection, the school) 
of an oppressive society, only if we somehow overthrow (through "resistance"?) the structures 
that determine how we think, work, and relate to others, will we know what it means to be fully 
human. 
There is. Yack acknowledges, profound and persisting disagreement over which aspect of 
dehumanization is most determinative: some say labor (Marx), others the capacity for self-over­
coming (Nietzsche), still others our attunement to Being (Heidegger). There is also disagreement 
over what defiles the spirit of modern society: is it the mode of production, the manufacture of 
II (false) moral values. the exclusions associated with race, class, and gender? Yack (1986) summa­
~ I rizes these disagreements: first, many accept that the modern human being is not fully human, 
I and second. to become human we must move beyond the dehumanizing character of modern 
social life. Despite disagreements, these dispositions, Yack suggests, are shared by Rousseau, 
Schiller, the young Hegel, Marx, Nietzsche, and many of their twentieth-century disciples. For 
Dewey and the progressives, it was education that enabled social reconstruction (if not revolu­
tion, as implied by Counts [Perlstein, 2000. p. 51] and Brameld [Kridel, 2006. p. 73]). Reading the 
Handbook ofPublic Pedagogy, it is difficult to remember that the school was once imagined as a 
laboratory for democracy, a bulwark against an unjust and oppressive world. 
In 1793, Yack reminds, Schiller asked why the revolution against irrational privilege and aris­
tocratic authority had failed to liberate the French; he concluded that a political revolution can 
never by itself accomplish humanization. Marx echoed Schiller when he declared that "political" 
emancipation fails to achieve "human" (via economic) emancipation. If political transformation 
cannot address the real sources of dehumanization, what is necessary. Schiller writes, is "a total 
revolution in [humanity's] whole way of feeling."ll The notion of "total revolution" employed 
by Schiller, later by Marx, and later still by others, provides a contrast to the presumably par-
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tial, "political" revolution that took place in France in 1789. The Communist revolution, Marx 
argued, will be just such a "total revolution," aimed at that "mode of activity" which dehuman­
izes: "In all revolutions up to now the mode of activity remained unchanged, and it was only a 
question of a different distribution of this activity" (quoted passages in Yack, 1986, p. 9). While 
few still entertain fantasies of a Communist revolution, many in this collection embrace educa­
tion as the means of social transformation. 
The aspiration for total revolution is finally, Yack concludes, self-contradictory. By reducing 
all of our dissatisfaction with the world to one issue-dehumanization or injustice or inequal­
ity-and inflating our subjective frustration into longing for one abstract solution (total revolu­
tion or, in the present moment, social justice), we raise the stakes so high that the odds against 
us become overwhelming. In its demand for a new humanity, longing for total revolution enacts 
a secular form of Christianity. Does its otherworldliness ensure its frustration in this world? 
Never mind the odds, in the emergency of the postmodern present public pedagogues pledge 
themselves to revolution now. Read on]l2 
Notes 
1. 	 Shedding its capitalist connotation, "enterprise" denoted "project" in Kilpatrick's sense for 19305 progreSSive 
British and Canadian educators (see Tomkins, 2008 [1986], p. 131). 
2. I am thinking specifically of the plundering of schools by business, especially the test-taking and scripted cur­
riculum industries (Molnar, 2002; Taubman, 2009). 
3. 	 To distinguish public education from academic vocationalism, skill-based instruction, or publicly funded priva­
tized schooling, I employ the phrase "the education of the public" to affirm teachers' ethical (see Block, 2009) 
obligation to answer-in light oflocal circumstances, attuned to the historical moment-the profeSSional ques­
tion "what knowledge is of most worth?" (Nicolas Lampert's chapter 53, this volume, account ofREPOhistory 
seems to me one collective performance of this question.) While the immediacy and urgency of those present 
(students, colleagues, citizens) animate and focus one's answer to the ongoing question, those not present­
including those who made disciplinary knowledge possible as well as those not yet born-also constitute the 
Other to which pedagogues address their remarks. 
4. 	 1his play on school "reform" specifies the degradation ofeducational institutions to academic businesses obsessed 
with "outputs." Irrelevant is the erudition of teachers or the intellectual sophistication ofthe curriculum, let alone 
its social Significance or attunement to the historical moment. Replacing the professional prerogative-indeed, 
the obligation-to communicate a situated, Singular understanding of one's discipline responsive to one's stu­
dents, teachers are now scripted, delivering lessons not their own. Add to this calamity the Bush Administra­
tion's complementary effort to silence the U.S. education professoriate by legislating "learning science" rather 
than theory (see Taubman, 2009), and the shift from the school seems almost predictable. 
5. 	 Almost any form of music can teach, as Walter Gershon proposes (see chapter 64, this volume). I think of the 
host of the Canadian Broadcasting System's (CBC2) daily classical music program, "Tempo." Tulie Nesrallah 
juxtaposes lively commentary on the' musicality of the pieces she plays with historical, biographical (and, on 
occasional, autobiographical) notes that engage even the distracted (e.g. driving) listener. 
6. 	 Summarizing N. O. Brown's argument in Love's Body, Armando Maggi (2009, pp. 122-123) registers the view that 
"before every possible social revolution, it is mandatory to mend ... the individual," to affirm "internal freedom." 
In this view, the revolution is first and foremost a renewal of the body. a new "incarnation," as Slattery (chapter 5, 
this volume), Springgay and Freedman (chapter 40, this volume), and others in this volume imply. 
7. 	 The psychoanalytic concept of primal scene denotes genesis. Psychoanalysis is, Ned Lukacher (I986) reminds, 
a preoccupation with origins. Psychoanalysis is the labor of remembering the "primordial forgetfulness that 
conceals the origin" (p. 26), e.g., the primal scene. In Paul Hoch's (1979, p. 95) commentary on the primal scene, 
Freud, drawing upon the myths ofvarious Western peoples, postulated that human history began with a "primal 
family" headed by a "repressive primal father" who maintained exclusive sexual control over the mother and 
their daughters, and who killed, castrated, or expelled any of the sons who challenged his authority. Eventually, 
Hoch (1979) notes, the sons "revolted. killed-and possibly castrated-their father, and took their pleasure with 
their mothers and sisters" (p. 95). Bryant (2004) argues that 
[T]he democracy of brothers described in Freud's Totem and Taboo can only flourish so long as the murder 
ofthe primordial father remains subtracted from the discourse as a shadowy memory not to be spoken. It is 
only on the basis of the shared guilt founded upon this act of murder that the democracy ofbrothers is able 
to sustain itself. (p. 342) .. 
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The psychological subtext of "public pedagogy" for "social justice" contains, I suggest, both the patricide that 
revolution demands and the guilt over it having already happened, at least within the profession, as control of 
pedagogy was first taken from schoolteachers and professors of education some 50 years ago. In intellectual 
terms, the "sons" (here a generational rather than gendered term) reenact intellectually the patricide that has 
already occurred historically. Not only is the "father" dead, his "sons" have fled "home" (the school) for the (vir­
tual) world. Perhaps to preserve the "primal scene" in "shadowy memory," public pedagogues substitute for the 
struggle of subjective reconstruction a socio-material world that, while portrayed as inviting in this collection, 
may prove to be even less hospitable to education than the school historically has been. 
8. 	The "father" of ·public pedagogy"-Henry A. Giroux-is one casualty: see Glenn Savage's chapter 11, in this 
volume. 
9. 	 "Ever preparing himself to be the Moses of his people," Townsend (1996) tells us, "he [Du BoisJ admired great 
men; he had already spoken in praise of Bismarck at his Fisk commencement" (p. 251). Recall that Du Bois was 
a student of William James (Townsend, 1996, p. 200; Posnock, 1998, p. 6). ("God be praised," Du Bois testified 
in Dusk of Dawn, "that I landed squarely in the arms of William James of Harvard" [quoted in Posnock, 1998, 
p. 35J.) James revered the individual, not as a sovereign subject of course, but as "affair of relations," utterly 
irreducible to identity, as sodal identity contradicts the "inextricable interfusion" of "our immediately-felt life" 
(quoted in Posnock, 1998, p. 23). One problem with radal prejudice, Du Bois judged, was that effacement of indi­
viduality racial stereotypes achieved. Black psychic subjectivity, the "rich and bitter depth of [blackJ experience" 
(quoted in Posnock, 1998, p. 49), had long been savaged by racism; the antidote was racial democracy enabling 
actual individuality (see Posnock, 1998, p. 115) when, as Baldwin also (iflater) imagined, the African-American 
emerges from the "jungle of statistics· and becomes discernible not as a "problem or a fantasy· but as a "person" 
(quoted in Posnock, 1998, p. 52). 
10. 	 Schubert (2009, p. 136) shuns the concept of "canon" due to its unsavory past. If its past provides the criterion 
for a concept's suitability, then there are innumerable notions destined for the conceptual dumpster, "peda­
gogy· prominent among them. After all, it was pedagogy's history ofUrestriction, authoritarianism, and coloni­
zation" (2009, p. 136) that provided the animus for progressivism. Schubert conflates the past with the present; 
such presentism is precisely the problem disciplinarity-structured as verticality (historicity) and horizontality 
(analyses of present circumstances)-confronts. In their concept of "diagonality," Henderson and Kesson (2009, 
p. 133) reiterate the conflation presentism compels. Only by the juxtaposition of past and present, not through 
their blurring, can the "tensionality' (Aoki, 2005 [198611991J, p. 163) of difference possibly precipitate "ethically 
informed actions" (2009, p. 133). 
ll. 	This I take to be a call to subjective reconstruction toward what Mica Nava (2007, p. 8) has characterized as an 
"intimate" and "visceral cosmopolitanism." 
12. That this phrase is an ironic echo of the 1960s affirmation ofsolidarity-"Right on!"-is, I trust, audible. 
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The study of public pedagogy calls for innovative and interdisciplinary approaches to research 
and theorizing, approaches that draw from a wide range of cultural discourses and that seek 
to explore forms of pedagogy that are radically different than those found in schools. Accord­
ingly, the Handbook ofPublic Pedagogy brings together scholars from a wide range ofdisciplines 
within education (including curriculum studies, foundations of education, adult education, art 
education, higher education, and consumer education), as well as fields outside of education 
(including anthropology, women's studies, justice studies, public health, African American 
studies, inner city studies, philosophy, media studies) and outside of the academy itself (graf­
fiti artists, social activists, performance artists) to explore the concept of public pedagogy in its 
many theoretical, practical, and political contexts. The structure and diverse authorship of the 
handbook offers a wide range of differing, even diverging, perspectives on the curricula and 
pedagogies that exist outside of our formal institutions of learning. 
Overview 
In the six-part structure of the Handbook of Public Pedagogy, the editors seek to represent the 
various moments in the history and articulation of the concept of public pedagogy: 
• Historical, Theoretical, and Methodological Perspectives on Public Pedagogy 
• Pedagogies of Popular Culture and Everyday Life 
• In/Formal and Activist Sites of Learning 
• <Inter>Sections of Formal Institutions, Classroom Practices, and Public Pedagogy 
• Neoliberalism, Fear, and the Control State 
• Public Intellectualism 
Additionally, intersecting the six parts are several cresurae, spaces that offer activist artwork and 
short essays by socially-engaged artists John Jota Leafios and forks crew as examples of enacted 
critical public pedagogy. These cresurae are meant to act as artistic/aesthetic/activist pauses 
between the book's overarching thematic parts, breaks that serve to introduce the book's themes 
via their illustration. 
Taken holistically, this collection asks teachers, researchers, scholars, activists, artists, and 
theorists to dec enter taken-for-granted notions of education, teaching, and learning and raise 
important questions regarding how, where, and when we know education and learning; about 
the relationship between dominant, oppressive public pedagogies and a reconsidered perspec­
tive that integrates public sites of resistance; and about the species of pedagogy occurring in 
public spaces that might still elude our vision. We hope these questions, and the critical analyses 
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they require, will provide curriculum and educational workers and scholars at large with new 
ways of understanding educational practice, both within and outside of schools. 
Historical, Theoretical, and Methodological Perspectives on Public Pedagogy 
Part I, Historical, lheoretical, and Methodological Perspectives on Public Pedagogy, offers 
contributions by well-established and emerging scholars who seek to trace, develop, and prob­
lematize the term public pedagogy and its various appropriations in the literature. The variety of 
perspectives within Part 1 speaks to the sense of ambiguity that surrounds the term and to the 
multifarious ways in which the public can be viewed as a site of educational discourse. Locat­
ing public pedagogy historically (William H. Schubert, and Patrick A. Roberts and David J. 
Steiner), within an arts-based perspective (Maxine Greene, Patrick Slattery, William F. Pinar, 
and Norman Denzin), as embodied practice (M. Francyne Huckaby, Jason Michael Lukasik, 
and Sarah Lucia Hoagland), and methodologically (Glenn C. Savage, and Jake Burdick and 
Jennifer A. Sandlin), authors herein speak to the complications and vantage points gained in 
the study of the public as an educational space. Collectively. these chapters establish a frame­
work for the remainder of the book and lay the foundation for understanding the roles and func­
tions of the public in the development of our identities and our social relations. 
Pedagogies ofPopular Culture and Everyday Life 
Part 2, Pedagogies of Popular Culture and Everyday Life, addresses the interweaving site of 
semiotic and bodied experiences in which we are situated. Accordingly, the term popular cul­
ture is extended beyond its common connotation of widespread media sources (film, music, 
television) to incorporate the full range of cultural forces we experience on a daily basis. Popu­
lar culture is considered by many educators to be a site of learning that is possibly even more 
influential than formal educational institutions. largely to the ends of domination, consumerist 
drives, and the reproduction of constrained and constraining identity formations. However. 
mindful of the notion that culture is also a site of contestation. many chapters in Part 2 focus 
on how researchers and activists are using popular culture as a form of resistance. Part 2 begins 
with two foundational essays, Binary Media by Ralph Nader and Carmen Luke's introduc­
tion to her germinal text. Feminisms and Pedagogies of Everyday Life, both of which establish 
the power and ubiquity of media-ted culture while also arguing for the primacy of the com­
monplace interactions of daily life in making meaning of these media sources. Robin Redmon 
Wright. Julie Garlen Maudlin. Barbara Ehrenreich, and Lance Williams focus their analyses 
on popular mass media products (The Avengers. Superman Returns, Disney's princesses. and hip 
respectively) and the ways in which these products teach us about our identities and our 
while Anne Elizabeth Moore's analysis of zines focuses on a resistant, DIY (do-it-your­
alternative to corporate-produced entertainment. Andrew Hickey's analysis of the street 
as a pedagogue, Mischa Hewitt and Kevin Telfer's discussion of the function and transgressive 
potential of sustainable biotecture, and Richard S. Christen's work around the pedagogies of 
graffiti provide clear examples of the ways in which often unnoticed. routinized aspects 
life are rife with pedagogical content. 
Because modes of media have changed rapidly during the last two decades, what consti­
tutes "popular culture" has changed as welL Thus. as these modes have changed, so have sites of 
pedagogy and learning. These new media are explored in the work of Peter Pericles Trifonas' 
examination of digital gaming and literacies, Elisabeth R. Hayes and James Paul Gee's inquiry 
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into digital gaming as learning, Alex Reid's focus on the intersections of social media and the 
classroom, Richard L. Freishtat's conceptualization of the social networking site Facebook as a 
complicated social movement. and Kenneth J. Bernstein's reflection on the potential and ratio­
nale of pedagogies of blogging and response. Underscoring all of these authors' work is the 
subtle. but pervasive notion of a public that is undergoing radical transformation in the face of a 
technologically reconstituted social sphere. 
Chapters by Jennifer A. Sandlin and Jennifer L. Milam, and Bill Talen (better known as 
Reverend Billy) conclude Part 2. Each chapter centers on the critical pedagogy of culture jam­
ming, a practice that seeks to repOSition consumerist messages and media, with the former as 
an exegesiS of these practices and the latter as an example from a prominent cultural critic and 
activist. These authors provide potential means for finding and inhabiting the gaps in the seem­
ingly unerring churn ofmedia communications, and in those spaces, to imagine the possibilities 
of a de-commodified world. 
and Activist Sites ofLearning 
Learning occurs in diverse sites and modalities, in ways that we may not consider "pedagogy," 
for lack of a broader understanding of that word's implications and possible meanings. Within 
these in/formal sites, learning often takes on a subtler, embodied mode, moving away from 
the cognitive "rigor" commonly associated with educational experiences. Part 3. In/Formal and 
Activist Sites of Learning, is devoted to exploring these sites. their formation, and their role in 
developing people's relationships to their world and lives. Elizabeth Ellsworth and Jamie Kruse 
begin Part 3 with their experiences of the pedagogies and aesthetics at work at the Nevada Test 
Site. a former nuclear weapons proving ground turned public space. In another space of public 
historical display, the chapters by Craig Kridel and Lisa Yun Lee address museums as sites of 
memorialization and potentially dangerous pedagogical moments. 
Public sites of artistic display are also addressed in Part 3. From the perspective of alr/togra­
phy, Valerie Triggs. Rita L. Irwin, Ruth Beer, Kit Grauer, Stephanie Springgay, and Gu Xiong 
describe their work on the City ofRichgate project as an artistic means ofexploring and embody­
ing the various cultures that constitute the city itself. Similarly, the efforts of Sharon Verner 
Chappell and Ross W Holzman present ways that artworks might be positioned as pedagogies 
speaking back to the power that denies them voice. The practice of knitivism, wherein groups of 
individuals knit as a feminist form of interventionist protest, is articulated by Sarah O'Donald, 
Nikki H.atza. and Stephanie Springgay. Lisa Frohmann's work centers on the radical sense 
of witneSSing as pedagogy in her discussion of the photo narratives produced by women who 
have been battered. Drawing both from aesthetics and material conceptualizations, chapters by 
B. Stephen Carpenter, II, and Stephanie Springgay and Debra M. Freedman emphasize the 
relationships between artistic space and the lived practice of everyday life. Carpenter illustrates 
a multi-modal approach to addressing and educating the public about the necessity of clean, 
potable water while Springgay and Freedman use material sites of their own mothering bod­
ies to discuss how shifts in the maternal body constitute pedagogies of excess. Despite these 
chapters' encouraging and vivifying approaches to pedagogical art-making, John Jota Leafios 
articulates the personal and profeSSional risk inherent in activist work by featuring his project 
on Pat Tillman and the public rancor it incurred. Leafios's work cogently reminds us of key 
aspects of the contemporary public-that it is a site besieged and. as such, one that continues to 
recede as a space ofdemocratic public discourse. 
" 
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<1nter>Sections ofFormal Institutions, Classroom Practices, and Public Pedagogy 
Another strand of recent work in public pedagogy focuses on formal institutions such as pub­
lic schools, universities, and churches where learning is pushed into the public sphere. Part 4, 
<Inter>Sections of Formal Institutions, Classroom Practices, and Public Pedagogy, features 
authors whose work resides in the interstices where popular culture, the public sphere, school­
ing, and teaching intersect. Authors in Part 4 discuss how educators within formal institutions 
can and might incorporate popular or mass culture in their teaching, either as a way to make 
learning relevant for their students, and/or to help cultivate more critical, media-literate learn­
ers. Teaching at the intersections is exemplified by B. Stephen Carpenter, II and Ludovic A. 
Sourdot, who discuss the problematic representations of schooling in movies and television, 
and Kevin Tavin, whose chapter focuses on how culture jamming practices can be leveraged in 
classroom spaces to engage students in a critical pedagogy that questions and challenges corpo­
rate and consumer culture. 
Educators are also connecting their teaching and students' learning to the cultivation of 
social awareness and activism, working towards the constitution of a critical, public pedagogy. 
The collaboration of Rick Ayers, Chinaka Hodge, and Rafael Casal, and the work of Kevin 
Coval, highlight how the creation, enactment, and performance of poetry-both inside and 
outside the classroom-can be used as a means ofengaging students in critical, reflexive practice 
and activism within their personal and public lives. In another collaborative effort, Brian D. 
Schultz, Jon E. Baricovich, and Jennifer 1. McSurley discuss the merits ofinducting university 
students in the experiential practice ofengaging in social action curriculum projects as a means 
of integrating community activism with classroom pedagogy, thereby both interrupting the cul­
turally myopic, official curricula and providing students with richer, meaningful, and pragmatic 
experiences. Similarly, David Stovall's critical race examination of his work pushing for a more 
culturally receptive species of schooling, and Robin Templeton and Bernardine Dohrn's focus 
on community-based organizations resisting unjust zero tolerance policies that criminalize 
youth, demonstrate both the challenges of and hopefulness amidst the vicissitudes of a largely 
unfriendly public. Similarly, Reta Ugena Whitlock's chapter centers on the complex intersec­
tions of place, literature, and identity to describe a pedagogy of the pulpit-a space marked by 
nearly impossible tensions that resolve in movements towards new understandings of the role 
of autobiography in navigating the difficult space between institutional and non-institutional 
educations. Finally, Ming Fang He uses her theoretical construct of exile pedagogy to situate 
experiences of being endlessly in-between the Chinese cultural revolution and her role in the 
II American academy, offering this personal journey and contemplations as a way for all educators 
to begin to articulate a just critical pedagogy. I, 
Neoliberalism, Fear, and the Control State 
The study of public pedagogy took a decisive turn towards the analysis of the economic/cultural 
framework of neoliberalism in the early part of the new century. Rather than emphasize the 
popular culture representations of the political imaginary, critical pedagogues instead worked 
to delineate that the United States' political trajectory directly proceeding and, more virulently, 
following the 9/11 terrorist attacks had engendered a dramatic resurgence of the neoliberal 
agenda, one that functions very much in an educational capacity. Part 5, Neoliberalism, Fear, 
and the Control State, extends these critiques and provides several perspectives on the rise of 
neoliberalism as a pedagogical force, one that transcends economic concerns to shape human 
consciousness according to the desire of the market. 
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Part 5 opens with Henry A. Giroux's influential essay "Neoliberalism as Public Pedagogy," 
a piece that traces the viral spread of a radical version of capitalist ideology into every sector of 
human life. Manifestations of this new market-swallowed social order are found in chapters by 
Erik Malewski and Suniti Sharma, who discuss the Nebraska safe haven law via the lens of Fou­
cauldian biopower as an illustration of the collapse of state power in global capital, and Madhu 
Suri Prakash and Dana L. Stuchul, who return to Ivan Illich's contributions as both prophecies 
of capitalism's Ouroboros-like self-consumption and as a guide for social movements mobiliz­
ing against neoliberal forces. Describing the shifting of state functions to the service of !Darket 
needs, Erica R. Meiners discusses of the advent of the American carceral state, rooted in the 
prevalent economic urge to do away with any form of welfare, and John Preston explores Cold 
War and post-9/11 security communications, or "preparedness pedagogies," for their problem­
atic racialized character. 
Writers in Part 5 also focus on spaces ofhope-however dwindling-under the weight of the 
capitalist order. Nathalia E. Jaramillo derives "public pedagogies of unlearning and defiance" 
as collective processes of protest and social imagination aimed at transfiguring social relations. 
Nicolas Lampert recalls REPOhistory's long process of gaining government approval and per­
missions fur posting a series of resistant, political artwork across Manhattan as a moment in 
which state power was leveraged to critique the bastions of neoliberal power, a moment that is 
likely lost in the post-Giuliani, sanitized New York City. Finally, Peter McLaren elaborates a con­
scientious attention to Marxian revolutionary praxis as a call for increased public scholarship 
and as a means to address neoliberal power by and with the very citizenry it seeks to erase. 
Public Intellectualism 
Part 6 is devoted to reflections on and by individuals who serve as representations ofpublic intel­
lectuals and pedagogues. Some writers and scholars in Part 6 operate from formal institutional 
positions-typically within the academy-but they engage and enact their work as cultural crit­
ics, as pedagogues whose teaching is intended for broad audiences, both inside and outside of 
their disciplines and institutions. One of the most prominent American intellectuals, Noam 
Chomsky, in an interview with Robert Borofsky, notes the tenuous space of the intellectual 
as a critical public figure, as such a figure must always be aware of his or her power to subvert 
truly democratic processes via monologic leadership. Marc Lamont Hill, a contemporary public 
intellectual, describes the tensions of academic life and public work-two discursive worlds that 
are in seemingly constant opposition. Forcefully thrust back into the limelight of the American 
political landscape during Barack Obama's 2008 preSidential campaign, William Ayers autobio­
graphically reflects on the term terrorist within contemporary discourse, a word that can silence 
and marginalize dissent, regardless of that dissent's means and aims. The pedagogical work of 
Richard Dudley in post-colonial, apartheid-era South Africa is the subject of Alan Wieder and 
Crain Soudien's chapter, and the authors cast this work as both exemplary of the ability of intel­
lectuals to speak back to overwhelming power and problematic in its slow move to meaningful 
action. In a public interview, Grace Lee Boggs reflects on her activist work and its relevance for 
the current situation of global capitalism, as she calls for the re/emergence of small, commu­
nal spaces as sites of collaborative resistance. Similarly, Cornel West argues for the communal 
development of three pillars of spirituality-Socratic, prophetic, and democratic-as means for 
combating the onset offree market dominance. 
However, in contrast to this figuration of the intellectual as a solitary figure in a seat of 
epistemic power, emerging scholarship engages with the more organiC, distributed sense of 
intellectualism originated in the writings of Antonio Gramsci. The voice of the musician-in 
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all its permutations-becomes the site of public intellectualism in Walter S. Gershon's chapter, 
as he argues that all musicians and musics carry within them an embodied, relational peda­
gogy, one that transcends the long-standing reliance on the intellect as the site of educational 
development. Michael P. O'Malley and Donyell 1. Roseboro extend their work to understand 
and challenge us to see ways in which collectivized community activism may become a space 
of public intellectualism and pedagogical leadership against prevailing unjust policies and the 
impoverished conditions they produce. 
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Understanding, Mapping, and Exploring 
the Terrain of Public Pedagogy 
JENNIFER A. SANDLIN, BRIAN D. SCHULTZ, AND JAKE BURDICK 
We look across the perfectly lined and spaced products in any suburban grocery store, angled 
slightly to highlight their curled and bolded logos and glowing palely under fine-tuned flo­
rescent lights-and we learn the aesthetics of pop-glitz and oversaturated colors, all bounded 
within staccato linearity, Warhol's critique turned into its object. In a museum of natural his­
tory, we slowly amble down designated paths from entrance to exit, marveling at the narrative of 
human evolution-from a primal, savage, and dark body to an efficacious, civil, clean white one. 
Walking down public streets, we are taught where we can and cannot be, our teacher often the 
baleful gaze of the police. In the guerilla gardens of Detroit, Los Angeles, and London, we learn 
to reclaim post-urban spaces as sites of production and community support, the crops a small, 
defiant green beacon that refuses suffocation by the labyrinth of dull grey. An artist's lyrics and 
music intertwine to create passion, rage, and action, where before there was only overwhelming 
alienation and acquiescence. 
We are constantly being taught, constantly learn, and constantly unlearn. Education is an 
enveloping concept, a dimension of culture that maintains dominant practices while also offer­
ing spaces for their critique and reimagination. The pedagogies we have described here, as well 
as myriad other instances are full of complexity, contradictions, and diversity. Many chapters 
in this volume do not directly deal with schools or the process of schooling, they deal with the 
bigger, more pressing issues of cultivating a pedagogy of humanity, which ultimately has impli­
cations for schooling and non-school settings. These are public pedagogies-spaces, sites, and 
languages of education and learning that exist outside of the walls of the institution of schools. 
As this collection illustrates, however, they are just as crucial-if not more so-to our under­
standing of the developments of identities and social formations as the teaching that goes on 
within the classroom. Via the examples and analysis offered herein, the editors hope to raise 
crucial questions for educational researchers, questions that center on how we might open our 
inquiry into the places and people who exist outside of the schoolyard fence or the university 
campus and how we might address the challenge of recognizing and exploring the very pedago­
gies that undergird our own private and public lives. 
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baleful gaze of the police. In the guerilla gardens of Detroit, Los Angeles, and London, we learn 
to reclaim post-urban spaces as sites of production and community support, the crops a small, 
defiant green beacon that refuses suffocation by the labyrinth of dull grey. An artist's lyrics and 
music intertwine to create passion, rage, and action, where before there was only overwhelming 
alienation and acquiescence. 
We are constantly being taught, constantly learn, and constantly unlearn. Education is an 
enveloping concept, a dimension of culture that maintains dominant practices while also offer­
ing spaces for their critique and reimagination. The pedagogies we have described here, as well 
as myriad other instances are full of complexity, contradictions, and diversity. Many chapters 
in this volume do not directly deal with schools or the process of schooling, they deal with the 
bigger, more pressing issues of cultivating a pedagogy of humanity, which ultimately has 
cations for schooling and non-school settings. These are public pedagogies-spaces, sites, and 
languages of education and learning that exist outside of the walls of the institution of schools. 
As this collection illustrates, however, they are just as crucial-if not more so-to our under­
standing of the developments of identities and social formations as the teaching that goes on 
within the classroom. Via the examples and analysis offered herein, the editors hope to raise 
crucial questions for educational researchers, questions that center on how we might open our 
inquiry into the places and people who exist outside of the schoolyard fence or the university 
campus and how we might address the challenge of recognizing and exploring the very pedago­
gies that undergird our own private and public lives. 
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A Brief History of Public Pedagogy Scholarship 
Increasing numbers of educational scholars, from a wide range ofcontexts, are interested in the 
learning and education happening outside of formal schooling systems and position informal 
spaces of learning such as popular culture, the Internet, public spaces such as museums and 
parks, and other civic and commercial spaces, including both old and new social movements, as 
sites of pedagogy containing possibilities for both reproduction and resistance (Cremin, 1976; 
Crowther, 2006; Ellsworth, 2005; Giroux, 2004a; Grace, 2001; Holst, 2002; Kilgore, 1999; Kinch­
eloe, 2002; Schubert, 1997; Welton, 1993). These scholars often draw upon what is termed public 
pedagogy (Giroux, 2000) to describe these various sites of education. However, this term has 
historically been given a variety of definitions and meanings by those who employ and apply it 
in a variety of contexts. 
Even when divided into its constituent words, public and pedagogy, the term represents old, 
complicated, and ongoing conversations within educational discourse, especially within the 
field of curriculum studies. What does a public, in terms of space, identity, democracy, and 
education, mean? What are the lines of demarcatio~ that divide the public from the private, and 
just how porous are they? Within the current neoliberal order, are publics just fictions we recite 
in the service of private interests? The concept of pedagogy, too, has given rise to distinct and 
diverse "lines of flight" (Reynolds & Webber, 2004) in educational research and theorizing­
from its historical origins as an extra-institutional practice (see Roberts &Steiner, this volume), 
to Freire-inspired demands for critical engagement inside and outside of schools (see Schubert, 
1981, this volume; Schultz, 2008; Schultz, Baricovich, &McSurley, this volume), and Luke (1996, 
this volume) and Ellsworth's (2005) reconceptualization of the embodied spaces and workings 
of a multiplicity of pedagogies. 
The concept of public pedagogy has also been taken up in the academic field of adult educa­
tion, where very early work within cultural studies emerged. Woodhams (1999) asserts that adult 
education recognized the study of popular culture for improving critical pedagogical practices 
before the founding in 1964 of the Birmingham Centre for Cultural Studies in England, which 
for many scholars marks the beginning of the academic discipline of cultural studies (Barker, 
, I 2004). In fact, many of the early cultural studies scholars were adult educators, including Ray­
,:
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mond Williams, Richard Hoggart, and E. P. Thompson (Steele, 1994). Adult educators in the 
II, 1970s and 1980s engaged again with the notion ofpopular culture and mass media as educative 
, , spaces (i.e., Brookfield, 1986; Graham, 1989). This popular-culture focused work has been taken 
up more recently by some adult education researchers (Guy, 2004; Sandlin, 2005, 2007; Tisdell, 
2008; Tisdell & Thompson, 2007; Wright, 2007a, 2007b) who argue that popular culture has 
powerful effects on people's worldviews. 
In spite of these tensions and varied approaches, public pedagogy has come to signify a crucial 
concept within educational scholarship-that schools are not the sole sites of teaching, learning, 
or curricula, and that perhaps they are not even the most influential. Accordingly, the purpose 
of this edited handbook is to understand the use of the term public pedagogy and its various, 
multifaceted meanings through an exploration of its historical contexts, theoretical transitions, 
and various situations ofpractice. It is our overarching intent to put these largely disparate ideas 
and questions into dialogue with one another to engender a more robust conceptual map of 
public pedagogy, its applications, its silences, and its critical potential. 
Whereas educational scholars from various fields have discussed the confluence of cultural 
studies and education, Henry A. Giroux (1994, 1999, 2000, 2004a, 2004b) has been a prolific 
and key figure in the development and popularization of the term public pedagogy to describe 
this intersection. His early work focused on public pedagogy as a means of producing critical 
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·nterventions within mass culture and media; this work influenced many other fand l
educational scholars as they began investigating various forms ofpopular culture as (mis)educa­
tive. In response to this work's focus on the hegemonic aspects of popular culture, other scholars 
Guy: 2004· Sandlin, 2005, 2007; Sandlin & Milam, 2008, this volume; Tisdell, 2008; Tisdell 
Iana yses 0 
(e.g., , , 
& Thompson, 2007; Wright, 2007a, 2007b, this volume) expanded on Giroux's cultural studies 
framework to begin explorations into popular culture's critical and counterhegemonic possibili­
ties, focusing on the uses of popular culture as a potential site for social justice, cultural critique, 
and reimagined possibilities for democratic living. This focus on a more "critical" or resistant 
public pedagogy broadened over time, leading scholars to examine sites beyond popular culture 
as spaces of learning, including museums, public parks, art installations, among others (for 
examples, see Sandlin, Milam, O'Malley, & Burdick, 2008; and O'Malley, Burdick, & Sandlin, 
in press). 
Responding largely to the acquiescence of state control to the corporate power that culmi­
nated during the G. W. Bush presidency, Giroux's work in the early 2000s would itself shift, to 
center on the theoretical/political realm, in which neoliberalism emerged as the undergirding 
pedagogy of citizenship in a late-capitalist social order. In addition, contributions working on 
and through the issue of neoliberalism frequently cite the public intellectual as an intervention­
ist figure, an institutional authority who seeks to denude dominating public pedagogies of their 
commonsensical logic and expose underlying hegemonic aims. Curriculum scholars such as 
Brady (2006) and O'Malley (2006), who focus much more on collective, grassroots social action 
as critical public pedagogy, articulate this new strand focusing on public intellectuals quite dif­
ferently. Brady and O'Malley's perspectives are also echoed within strands of adult education 
that discuss historical and contemporary social movements as sites of critical learning and edu­
cation, as exemplified by the work of Dykstra and Law (1994), Finger (1989), Foley (1999), Holst 
(2002), Kilgore (1999), Sandlin and Walther (2009), and Welton (1993). 
(De)Constructing the Field of Public Pedagogy Research 
In this edited handbook, we use these various moments in the history and articulation of the 
concept of public pedagogy as an organizing framework, comprised of six sections: Historical 
Theoretical, and Methodological Perspectives on Public Pedagogy; Pedagogies ofPopular Culture 
and Everyday Life; In/Formal and Activist Sites of Learning; <Inter>Sections of Formal Institu­
tions, Classroom Practices, and Public Pedagogy; Neoliberalism, Fear, and the Control State; and 
Public Intellectualism. However, as in any process of division and classification of human activ­
ity, these thematic groupings are to some extent arbitrary and leaky. Public pedagogy, much 
like curriculum and cultural studies, calls for a radically interdisciplinary and contextualized 
sensibility towards research and theorizing, one that draws from a wide range of cultural dis­
courses and that seeks to inhabit the complex, often ambiguous, spaces of pedagogical address. 
Accordingly, we do not propose these sections as ordinal principles, but merely as our means 
of constructing a narrative to contain authors' work. The various sections of the handbook also 
suggest ways in which alternate understandings of public pedagogy and public intellectual­
ism might engender research and theorizing that could complement the existing theoretical 
and empirical work in public pedagogy. It is our hope that educational researchers working on 
and in the institution, schoolpeople, activists, and other culture and curriculum workers can 
apply the concepts herein to their own daily lives and practice. Closely related to the notions of 
conviviality and deschooling forwarded by Ivan Illich (1971, 1975; Prakash & Stuchul, this vol­
ume), these expanded understandings of educational spaces and purposes open the possibility 
of educational discourse that crosses institutional borders and disciplinary fields, and reframes 
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inquiry into the relationships among pedagogy, democracy, and social action-regardless of 
where these relationships occur. 
In attempting to achieve these ends, we worked to create a volume that brings together schol­
ars from across a wide range of disciplines within the broader field ofeducation (including Cur­
riculum studies, foundations of education, adult education, art education, higher education, 
consumer education), as well as fields outside of education (including anthropology, theology, 
linguistics, women's studies, justice studies, public health, African-American studies, inner city 
studies, philosophy, media studies), and beyond the academy itself (graffiti artists, social activists, 
performance artists) to explore the concept ofpublic pedagogy as they cross borders ofacademia 
to speak to much broader public audiences. The handbook offers a wide range of differing, even 
diverging, perspectives on how multifarious "publics" might operate as pedagogical agents. 
The scope of this handbook clearly includes the species of cultural analysis typically associ­
ated with the work ofcritical cultural studies and media theorists. We found, however, that cur­
rent empirical studies that approach this form of critical public pedagogy (conceding that this 
body of work cannot be understood as cohesive, but rather as a loose collection of homonymic 
texts, each evincing different purposes and vectors within its field of practice) largely focus on 
spaces of display and spectacle. These studies are crucial for integrating the pragmatics of cul­
tural studies into the discussion of education, as they refuse to reduce education metonymi­
to schooling (Schubert, 1981, 1997), but they either achieve their ends only interrogating 
sites that are consciously organized around institutional modes ofpedagogy or they recapitulate 
Giroux's notion of the intellectual as the only figure capable of cultural criticism. Therefore, 
we sought to extend the conversation around public pedagogy to also include social activist 
counterhegemonic and resistance efforts, including research-based and theoretical pieces that 
take seriously the pedagogical nature of "grassroots organizations, neighborhood projects, art 
collectives, and town meetings-spaces that provide a site for compassion, outrage, humor, and 
action" (Brady, 2006, p. 58). With this handbook, then, we publish further inquiry into 
pedagogy that investigates public educational sites that exist on the periphery of what is com­
monly regarded as educational research in order to see learning that goes beyond or transcends 
more traditional views of education and schooling. Throughout the handbook, we also feature 
works that, in and of themselves, serve as forms and representations of public pedagogy and 
intellectualism. It is Our hope that examples ofpublic pedagogy created by artists, culture jam­
mers, and other cultural workers, as well as the academic essays, illustrate the trans-disciplinary 
and highly political nature ofpublic pedagogical work. 
Our intent was to create a collection that, taken holistically, implores teachers, researchers, 
scholars, activists, artists, and theorists to reconsider their foundational understanding of what 
counts as pedagogy, of the potentially hidden pedagogies at play in their practices, and of how 
and where the process of education occurs. We contend that the basic assumptions undergird­
ing most educational research cohere largely to commonsensical cultural constructs of what 
counts as teaching and learning in institutional settings-constructs that reify traditional forms 
of intellectual activity as the only possible mode of critical intervention (Ellsworth, 2005). The 
handbook's authors work to decenter these taken-for-granted notions of education, teaching, 
and learning. Taken in this light, the analyses offered herein raise important questions regard­
ing how, where, and when we know teaching and learning, about the relationship between the 
culturally reproductive view of public pedagogy and a reconsidered perspective that addresses 
sites of public resistance, and about the species of pedagogy occurring in public spaces that 
might still elude our vision. We feel these inquiries could open a dialogue to provide curricu­
lum and educational workers and scholars at large with new ways of understanding educational 
practice, both within and outside of schools. 
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